Evoked responses to distinct and nebulous stereoscopic stimuli.
When geometric or contoured shapes are generated as disparity regions in dynamic random-dot stereograms, the question of whether the subject's response is evoked largely by boundaries and corners of the disparate region arises. To examine this question a disparate square was shifted randomly within a focal region at one millisecond intervals, resulting in a nebulous stimulus which "welled up" in the centre of the field of view. The technique may be regarded as an analogue of the defocusing technique used to resolve similar questions about evoked potentials to patterned stimuli. Average visual evoked potentials (VEP) were recorded from homolateral pairs of occipital and posterior temporal electrodes referred to a common midline prefrontal site. The latencies and amplitudes of VEP to distinct and nebulous stimuli were compared in a group of young normal adults, of whom 14 succeeded in perceiving and 14 failed to perceive the presented stimuli. Latencies of maximal response to distinct and nebulous stimuli were closely similar in the two groups (range N242-N252). Mean amplitudes of the peak response differed between perceivers and non-perceivers. The responses to nebulous stimuli were smaller than those to distinct stimuli in site-for-site comparisons in both groups. Even in short averaging runs a substantial VEP (about 3 microvolt) was recorded to nebulous stimuli in the perceiver group. It is suggested that both disparity and boundary features contribute to the VEP when this particular display system is used.